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Employment Statistics
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Driver Centric Insurance



Driver Centric Insurance

Driver Safety Driver Incentives Telematics #BetterFutures



Driver Centric Insurance

Emergency 
Services

Driver Training Driver Personal 
Accident Cover



Driver incentives



Driver Incentives

Based on 
Telematics data

Reduced Speeding, Harsh 
Driving and Excessive 

Driving

USSD Functionality and Call 
Centre Facilities

Drivers rewarded up 
to R800 pm

Paid into a 
MasterCard 

(Accumulative)

Bi-Monthly Payments

R1.2







• HHH rewards South Africa’s best truck drivers – Paid R700k to date

• Prestigious Award Ceremony with a driver-centric focus 

• Launch Date: Mid 2021

• In collaboration with our partners we aim to  launch a Female Driver Category in 2021

Hollard Highway Heroes



Maartin Langeveld a diabetic, was initially concerned that he was at higher risk 
of contracting COVID-19, a fear shared by his wife. But the stringent safety rules 
wherever he went put him at ease – and “my wife drove with me twice to see 
how it is”.

Themba Vilakazi: “Nothing has changed – except that when you’re at the 
customer, you sanitise a lot and do a lot of paperwork,” Vilakazi states. “And 
your mask must stay on at all times.”

Steven Meje:  Out on the road, his biggest worry is “people taking things for 
granted” and not observing safe practices. As a result, he stays in his truck as 
much as he can – and he only engages with receivers at his delivery points, in 
order to minimise his risk.

How did Covid-19 affect our Heroes?



Q & A
I would like Hollard to confirm if they stipulate the minimum driving experience a driver 
must have when underwriting a policy? 

How does Hollard view the risk profile of an organisation embarking on learnerships or 
short skills programmes to create a pipeline for recruitment bearing in mind that 
these drivers would only have had their driver’s license for less than a year before being 
allocated company vehicles? 

Are there any legal obligations that an operator should be aware of when employing a 
newly qualified driver? I am not referring to reputational damage, but if a newly 
qualified driver had an accident with a third party, and the driver was qualified in terms 
of having the correct license for the vehicle, but possibly did not have much driving 
experience, could the business be deemed to have been negligent? 



Watch this space for more 
exciting details around 
Highway Heroes 2021


